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In this edition of SPSD series, we propose an approach and indications for more efficient models for the promotion of agricultural 

resilience to climate risks and change, particularly in the Sahel and West Africa region. Such models split the complex problem of 

resilience into much less complex resilience horizons that are more in tune with local capacities. 

The approach we propose is multidimensional. It considers several dimensions of agriculture:  

 

 e1 = agricultural production 

 e2 = agricultural income 

 e3= agricultural infrastructure 

 e4= agricultural sector financing 

 e5 = agricultural sector governance 

 

The models suggested for the promotion of resilience the agriculture are based on some families of subsets of information. 

The first family of subsets of information is the family of the chains of impact of length (p) for each of the climate risks considered 

in a given context: ce1 ≡ e1d0, e1d1, ..., e1dp; ce2 ≡ e2d0, e2d1, ..., e2dp; ce3 ≡ e3d0, e3d1, ..., e3dp; ce4 ≡ e4d0, e4d1, ..., e4dp; ce5 ≡ e5d0, 

e5d1, ..., e5dp  

The second family of subsets of information is the family of subgroups of impacts. For p = 5, these subgroups are respectively:   

 

• ẟf0, zero-order subgroup of impacts= {e1do, e2do, e3do, e4d0, e5do} 

• ẟf1, first-order subgroup of impacts= {e1d1, e2d1, e3d1, e4d1, e5d1} 

• ẟf2, second-order subgroup of impacts= {e1d2, e2d2, e3d2, e4d2, e5d2} 

• ẟf3, third-order subgroup of impacts= {e1d3, e2d3, e3d3, e4d3, e5d3} 

• ẟf4, fourth-order subgroup of impacts= {e1d4, e2d4, e3d4, e4d4, e5d4} 

• ẟf5, fifth-order subgroup of impacts= {e1d5, e2d5, e3d5, e4d5, e5d5} 

 

Basically, impacts subgroups indicate the sequence of envelopes of the problems experienced in a given context which are induced by the 

impact of a climatic risk on agriculture. 

 

The basic information that guides actions to mitigate the impacts of a climate risk is the vulnerability to this risk. The family of subgroups of 

vulnerability factors considered is: 

 

• vẟf0, zero-order subgroup of vulnerability factors= {ve1do, ve2do, ve3do, ev4d0, ve5do} 

• vẟf1, first-order subgroup of vulnerability factors= {ve1d1, ve2d1, ve3d1, ve4d1, ve5d1} 

• vẟf2, second order subgroup of vulnerability factors= {ve1d2, ve2d2, ve3d2, ve4d2, ve5d2} 

• vẟf3, third-order subgroup of vulnerability factors= {ve1d3, ve2d3, ve3d3, ve4d3, ve5d3} 

• vẟf4, family of four-fold vulnerability = {ve1d4, ve2d4, ve3d4, ve4d4, ve5d4} 

• vẟf5, fifth-order subgroup of vulnerability factors= {ve1d5, ve2d5, ve3d5, ve4d5, ve5d5} 

 

The last family of subsets of information is the family of subgroups of resilience solutions. The subgroups of resilience solutions that are 

suggested by the subgroups of vulnerability are: 

 

• zẟf0, zero-order subgroup of resilience solutions = {ze1do, ze2do, ze3do, ze4d0, ze5do} 

• zẟf1, first-order subgroup of resilience solutions = {ze1d1, ze2d1, ze3d1, ze4d1, ze5d1} 

• zẟf2, second order subgroup of resilience solutions = {ze1d2, ze2d2, ze3d2, ze4d2, ze5d2} 

• zẟf3, third-order subgroup of resilience solutions = {ze1d3, ze2d3, ze3d3, ze4d3, ze5d3} 

• zẟf4, fourth order subgroup of resilience solutions = {ze1d4, ze2d4, ze3d4, ze4d4, ze5d4} 

• zẟf5, fifth-order subgroup of resilience solutions = {ze1d5, ze2d5, ze3d5, ze4d5, ze5d5} 
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The Figure (1) describes the architecture of a contextual model for the promotion of agricultural resilience to climate risks and change. The 

elements of such a model are families of information subsets and a roadmap. The families of information subsets can be reviewed and the 

roadmap adjusted. 

A resilience trajectory segment develops a specific resilience horizon by implementing a subset of resilience solutions to reduce vulnerability 

under the associated vulnerability subset, and thereby mitigate impacts under the joined impacts subgroup. A resilience horizon is a specific 

portion of a resilience configuration 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A subset of vulnerability indicators is suggested. It is: 

 Proportion of rain-fed agriculture in agricultural production; 

 Proportion of rain-fed agriculture in food availability; 

 Proportion of agricultural production that is not secured through climate services; 

 proportion of agricultural production that is not secured through improved seeds; 

 proportion of agricultural production that is not secured through seasonal forecasts; 

 Proportion of rain-fed agriculture in agricultural income; 

 proportion of agricultural income that is not secured through insurance mechanisms; 

 Proportion of agricultural sector financing allocated to rain-fed agriculture; 

 Proportion of agricultural sector financing that is not secured through insurance mechanisms; 
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Figure (1): architecture of agricultural resilience promotion models 


